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1. INTRODUCTION

The EuTiO3 oxide solidifies into a perovskite struc�
ture with space group Pm3m and unit cell parameter
a = 3.9 Å, which is very close to the lattice parameter
of SrTiO3 [1]. EuTiO3 was studied in numerous exper�
imental and theoretical works, and interest in this
compound has been recently quickened and is caused
by the possibility of coexistent magnetic and electric
order parameters. At TN = 5.3 K, EuTiO3 undergoes
an antiferromagnetic phase transition [2, 3]. A ferro�
electric phase transition in a bulk EuTiO3 crystal is not
detected up to the liquid�helium temperature. The ab�
initio calculations of the EuTiO3 lattice (perovskite
structure) dynamics also do not reveal a ferroelectric
instability in the crystal lattice, and the polar mode
turns out to be harder than in SrTiO3 [4]. Nevertheless,
by analogy with SrTiO3, the authors of [5, 6] attribute
EuTiO3 to quantum paraelectrics. The calculation [7]
of the properties of thin EuTiO3 films showed that a
ferroelectric instability appears in them when tensile
stresses are applied to the films [8]. As for the struc�
tural antiferrodistortion transition in EuTiO3, con�
flicting data on this subject are available, as on the
transition in SrTiO3 and the transition related to the
rotation of the TiO6 (a0a0c– in the designations in [9])
oxygen octahedron. Using ab initio VASP calcula�
tions, the authors of [4] showed that the polar modes
in the phonon spectrum of this compound are stable
and that additional strong instabilities also exist at

boundary points R and M in the Brillouin zone. The

energies of possible phases I4/mcm, Imma, and R c,
which are associated with antiferrodistortion distor�
tions a0a0c–, a0b–b–, and a–a–a– of the cubic phase,
turned out to be close to each other. Using ab initio
calculations, the authors of [10] concluded that the
antiferrodistortion instability in an EuTiO3 is caused
by the hybridization of the f electrons of Eu and the d
electrons of Ti. The effect of Hubbard U on the stabil�
ity of the rotational mode was studied, and an increase
of UEu (f electrons of Eu become more localized) was
found to stabilize the antiferrodistortion mode. Such a
transition from the cubic Pm3m (z = 1) phase into the
tetragonal I4/mcm phase (z = 2) was experimentally
detected [11–14], and the transition temperatures dif�
fer substantially in different experiments (from 162 K
[12] to 282 K [11]). On the other hand, the authors of
[15] studied the temperature dependence of the spe�
cific heat of EuTiO3 and did not detect anomalies
related to structural transitions down to the liquid�
helium temperature. They explained this behavior by
the fact that, at the transition temperatures detected in
other experiments, oxygen octahedra undergo local
antiferrodistortion deformation and the crystal struc�
ture remains cubic as a whole. Therefore, they con�
cluded that an internal disorder is important for an
analysis of the antiferrodistortion transition in
EuTiO3.

When studying EuTiO3 by various techniques, the
authors of [16] detected a phase transition into the tet�
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ragonal I4/mcm phase, which is related to antiferro�
distortion lattice deformation, at T = 300 K in some
cases and found no tangential lattice distortions down
to T = 100 K in other cases. Based on these data, they
assumed that the different antiferrodistortion transi�
tion temperatures detected experimentally and the
existence of a structural transition in EuTiO3 can be
related to the presence of either a trivalent Eu3+ ion
impurity or oxygen vacancies in samples. The authors
of [5, 17] also noted that, apart from the divalent Eu2+

ion, the trivalent Eu3+ ion can also exist in EuTiO3

during its growth.

Therefore, the purpose of this work was to study the
effect of trivalent Eu3+ ion impurities in an Eu2+Ti4+O3
crystal on the ferroelectric and antiferrodistortion
instabilities in a bulk crystal and thin crystal films.

2. CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The calculations were performed in terms of a non�
empirical polarizable ion model using the density
functional theory in the local density approximation
[18]. The effective charges were calculated according
to [19]. The equilibrium lattice parameter was
obtained by minimizing the total crystal energy at var�
ious trivalent Eu3+ impurity concentrations. The cal�
culation of thin films was carried out in periodic layer
geometry: the films were considered to consist of peri�
odic alternating EuO and TiO2 atomic planes. To iso�
late the layers from each other, we introduced a vac�
uum layer four perovskite lattice parameters thick
between them. We used the virtual crystal approxima�
tion to calculate the lattice dynamics and the energet�
ics of EuTiO3 crystals doped with Eu3+ [20].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Bulk Crystal

The lattice dynamics of an EuTiO3 crystal having a
perovskite structure with space group Pm3m was cal�
culated using the minimum lattice parameter, which
turned out to be a = 3.82 Å for an Eu2+Ti4+O3 crystal
(which is smaller than the experimental parameter by
approximately 2%) and a = 3.87 Å for a hypothetical
Eu3+Ti3+O3 crystal.

Figure 1 shows the phonon spectra of the crystals in
the symmetric directions of the Brillouin zone, and
Table 1 gives the high�frequency permittivity and the
effective Born charges for the compounds with di� and
trivalent europium ions.

As is seen in Fig. 1, the phonon spectrum of
Eu2+Ti4+O3 has no unstable modes, and the vibration
frequencies of “potential” unstable modes have rather
high values, about 100 cm–1. The latter modes are rep�
resented by the transverse polar Γ15 (q = 0) mode and
the modes related to the “rotation” of the oxygen
octahedron, namely, R25 (q = 1/2(b1 + b2 + b3)) and M3
(q = 1/2(b1 + b2)), where bα is the reciprocal lattice
vector. These results for Eu2+Ti4+O3 contradict the cal�
culation results in [4], where unstable modes R25 and
M3 were detected (see Introduction). We repeated the
calculation of [4] using the VASP software package
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Fig. 1. Phonon spectrum of bulk (a) Eu2+Ti4+O3 and
(b) Eu3+Ti3+O3 crystals. Imaginary frequencies are nega�
tive.

Table 1. Effective charges Z* (in units of e) and high�frequency permittivity ε for a bulk Eu2+Ti4+O3 crystal and a hypothet�
ical Eu3+Ti3+O3 crystal

Z*(Eu) Z*(Ti) Z*(O⊥) Z*(O||) ε

Eu2+Ti4+O3 2.68 5.70 –5.0 –1.71 4.51

Eu3+Ti3+O3 3.78 4.15 –2.2 –2.81 5.08
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and two lattice parameters, namely, the equilibrium
and experimental parameters. Note that the calcula�
tion in [4] was performed using the experimental lat�
tice parameter, which is smaller than the equilibrium
parameter obtained in our calculation by 1%. Using
the equilibrium unit cell parameter (a = 3.94 Å), we
obtained unstable modes R25 and M3 (ω ≈ 80 cm–1),
the eigenvectors of which correspond to the rotation of
the oxygen octahedron.

As is seen from Fig. 1b, the hypothetical
Eu3+Ti3+O3 compound, where Eu3+ fully substitutes
for Eu2+ and Ti3+ substitutes for Ti4+, has high unstable
vibration modes, which occupy the entire reciprocal
space volume. The softest modes with a frequency of
about 250 cm–1 correspond to the instability of the lat�
tice with respect to the rotation of the Ti3+O6 octahe�
dron.

The physical cause of this instability in the
Eu3+Ti3+O3 compound can be illustrated by the exam�
ple of triply degenerate mode R25. The squared fre�
quency of mode R25 for a perovskite structure can be
analytically expressed in terms of dynamic matrix ele�
ments as follows:

(1)

where e1 =  are the diagonal and g1 =  are the

off�diagonal elements of the dynamic matrix (DM),
and e2, e3 and g2, g3 can be obtained by the cyclic per�
mutation O1(0.0, 0.5, 0.5)  O2(0.5, 0.0, 0.5) 
O3(0.5, 0.5, 0.0) and y  z  x. Table 2 gives the
calculated contributions to DM elements e1 and g1 for
Eu3+Ti3+O3 and Eu2+Ti4+O3. In both cases, the main

contributions to  are made by Coulomb long� and

short�range contributions, and the competition

between them determines the sign of . The differ�

ence between the short�range contributions is insignif�
icant and appears because of the difference between
the lattice parameters of Eu3+Ti3+O3 and Eu2+Ti4+O3,
whereas the long�range Coulomb contributions to the
diagonal elements of DM in Eu3+Ti3+O3 are almost
half the contributions in Eu2+Ti4+O3. The Coulomb

contribution to  is positive for Eu2+Ti4+O3 and

exceeds the negative contribution of the short�range
term in DM, whereas both contributions in
Eu3+Ti3+O3 are negative, which results in a negative

value of  and, hence, an antiferrodistortion insta�

bility.
The following three versions of charge compensa�

tion to ensure electroneutrality are possible when a
trivalent Eu3+ ion impurity is introduced: compensa�
tion occurs via vacancy formation at site A in the per�
ovskite structure occupied by an Eu2+ ion

( �x/3Ti4+O3); vacancy appears at site B
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occupied by a Ti4+ ion ( �x/4O3),

where � is a vacancy; and finally, Ti3+ ions substitute

for some Ti4+ ions ( O3).

We calculated the minimum lattice parameter for
each version of charge compensation and complete
substitution of trivalent for divalent europium and
found that the formation of a vacancy at the Eu2+ and
Ti4+ sites decreases the equilibrium lattice parameter
by 0.05 Å and the substitution of Ti3+ for Ti4+ increases
it by 0.05 Å. The calculation during a change in the
Eu3+ impurity concentration was calculated using the
lattice parameters computed by Vegard’s law [21].

The lattice dynamics calculation showed that the
modes related to the rotation of the oxygen octahe�
dron and the polar mode are softened during the
charge compensation via the formation of a vacancy at
site A of the perovskite structure when Eu3+ gradually
substitutes for divalent Eu2+. Nevertheless, these
modes remain hard up to high concentrations (Fig. 2).
The situation changes when a vacancy forms at site B
of the perovskite structure or when Ti3+ substitutes for
Ti4+. It is seen in Fig. 2 that, as the Eu3+ ion concen�
tration increases, the antiferrodistortion mode also
softens and becomes soft at an Eu3+ concentration x =
0.35 (substitution of Ti3+ for Ti4+) and x = 0.45
(vacancy at the Ti4+ site).

When a vacancy forms at the site of the Ti4+ ion
during the introduction of an Eu3+ impurity, we found
that the distortion of the crystal in the eigenvector of
the antiferrodistortion mode at a trivalent ion impurity
concentration x = 0.45 makes the tetragonal phase
favorable. This phase is associated with rotation a0a0c–

(space group I4/mcm) and is experimentally observed
in the EuTiO3 compounds where a structural transi�
tion exists. A further increase in the Eu3+ concentra�
tion leads to the fact that, first, rotation a0b–b– and,
then, rotations a–a–a– and a–a–c+ become favorable.
Table 3 gives the energies of these most favorable low�
symmetry phases at several Eu3+ concentrations and
the angles of oxygen octahedron rotation that corre�
spond to the energy minimum in these phases. As is
seen from Table 3, the energies of the phases with dis�
tortions a0a0c–, a0b–b–, a–a–a–, and a–a–c+ are close
at the given Eu3+ concentrations. It should be noted
that the authors of [4], where the calculation was per�
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Table 2. Contributions to the dynamic matrix (10–4 au) of
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formed with the VASP software package, also obtained
close energies of the phases related to rotations a0a0c–,
a0b–b–, and a–a–a–. In the case of charge compensa�
tion with the substitution of Ti3+ for Ti4+, the energies
of all the phases noted above are also close to each
other, and the phases with rotations a–a–a– and a⎯a⎯c+

are most favorable at various concentrations.
As for the ferroelectric instability, it is seen from

Fig. 2 that the polar mode frequency squared becomes
negative at a higher Eu3+ impurity concentration,
which makes a ferroelectric phase transition unlikely
(since the antiferrodistortion transition is known to
suppress the ferroelectric instability).

3.2. Thin Films

The calculation procedure described above was
applied to computing the lattice dynamics and the

energies of the low�symmetry phases in thin EuTiO3
films of the following thicknesses: two perovskite unit
cells (5 monoatomic layers) and eight perovskite unit
cells (17 monoatomic layers). In contrast to the bulk
crystal, the vibration spectrum of an Eu2+Ti4+O3 film
has antiferrodistortion instabilities at point M of the
Brillouin zone and a ferroelectric instability at the
center of the Brillouin zone for the films with both
thicknesses. The Eu ions located on the film surface
mainly undergo displacement in the eigenvector of the
ferroelectric mode, and the displacement of the atoms
in the film volume is small and decreases toward the
center of the film, which is most pronounced at a film
thickness of 17 monolayers. As for the eigenvector of
the antiferrodistortion modes, there are two unstable
antiferrodistortion modes with close frequencies in the
five�layer film; these modes are related to the rotations
of two oxygen octahedra toward one side (a0a0c– in the
designations of Glazer) and toward different sides
(a0a0c+ in the designations of Glazer). As the film
thickness increases, the number of antiferrodistortion
modes at point M of the two�dimensional Brillouin
zone increases, since some points in the cubic Bril�
louin zone in the M–R direction pass to point M of the
two�dimensional zone when lattice parameter c of the
perovskite structure increases severalfold and since the
perovskite structure has an almost dispersion�free
vibration branch the eigenvectors of which correspond
to the rotation of the oxygen octahedron for any point
in the M–R direction. The 17�layer film has six such
unstable modes. The squared frequencies of these
unstable rotational modes are close to each other at
point M. Two modes of them, which are related to
rotations a0a0c– and a0a0c+ of oxygen octahedra, are
softest, as in the case of the five�layer film. The oxygen
atoms located near the surface undergo the maximum
displacement during rotation.

When a trivalent Eu3+ ion impurity is added, the
antiferrodistortion and ferroelectric modes are signifi�
cantly softened irrespective of the type of charge com�
pensation (see Fig. 3).

The calculation of the energies of the phases dis�
torted in the eigenvectors of the antiferrodistortion
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Fig. 2. Antiferrodistortion and ferroelectric mode frequen�
cies vs. the Eu3+ impurity concentration in a bulk EuTiO3
crystal for various versions of charge compensation. (trian�
gles) Vacancy at the Eu2+ site, (filled symbols) vacancy at
the Ti4+ site, (open symbols) substitution of Ti3+ for Ti4+.
(dashed lines) Ferroelectric and (solid lines) antiferrodis�
tortion modes. Imaginary frequencies are negative.

Table 3. Difference between the energies E (meV) of the cubic and distorted antiferrodistortion phases and the angle of
oxygen octahedron rotation θ in a bulk EuTiO3 crystal vs. impurity Eu3+ concentration x

x a0a0c– θ a0b–b– θ a–a–a– θ a–a–c+ θ

0.45 –8.4 5.1° –7.0 5.8° –7.8 5.0° –7.6 5.0°

0.5 –19.4 6.1° –20.6 6.8° –19.7 7.2° –20.2 7.2°

0.6 –62.6 8.6° –63.4 8.6° –63.9 9.4° –66.7 9.4°

0.35 –10.2 5.7° –10.8 5.3° –11.4 5.5° –11.4 6.0°

0.4 –31.3 7.3° –32.9 7.6° –34.8 7.6° –35.2 8.2°
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and ferroelectric modes showed that both types of dis�
tortion in these modes are favorable. Table 4 gives the
energies of the ferroelectric and antiferrodistortion
phases along with the angles of rotation of a near�sur�
face oxygen octahedron for three Eu3+ concentra�
tions, x = 0, 0.2, and 0.5. In this case, the Pmm2 ferro�
electric phase is more favorable than the antiferrodis�
tortion P4/mbm phase in Eu2+Ti4+O3 and

Ti4+O3. However, as the Eu3+ con�

centration increases, the antiferrodistortion phase
becomes more favorable for all versions of charge
compensation. The substitution of trivalent titanium

ions for tetravalent ions ( O3) is
the most favorable energy version of charge compen�
sation, as in the case of the bulk crystal (see Table 4).

The ferroelectric instability is retained in the anti�
ferrodistortion phase in the five�layer film after the
rotation of the oxygen octahedron at the center of the
Brillouin zone. The phase distorted in the eigenvector
of the antiferrodistortion mode and, then, the eigen�
vector of the soft polar mode has polar symmetry
group Pm. In the case of the 17�layer film, the rotation
of the oxygen octahedron leads to the disappearance
of the ferroelectric instability in the antiferrodistortion
phase during the formation of a vacancy at the Ti4+ or
the Eu3+ site.

The spontaneous polarization in the polar Pmm2
and Pm phases for all films with various types of charge
compensation during the introduction of an Eu3+

impurity was calculated by the formula

where  are the effective Born charges in the non�
polar phase and Δuk, β is the difference between the
atom coordinates in the nonpolar and polar phases.
The calculated values of spontaneous polarization are
given in Table 5.

As is seen from Table 5, the polarization in the thick
17�layer films is lower than in the five�layer films and
is absent for certain versions of charge compensation
when an impurity is added. This behavior can be
related to the fact that, as the number of monoatomic
layers increases, the properties of a thin film tend
toward the properties of the bulk crystal, where ferro�
electricity is absent at any Eu3+ impurity concentra�
tions. As would be expected, an increase in the Eu3+

impurity concentration enhances both the octahedron
rotation–related distortions and the polar distortions.
However, the antiferrodistortion deformation partly or
completely suppresses the ferroelectric lattice instabil�
ity, which leads to lower polarization in a thin film with
an Eu3+ impurity as compared to the impurity�free
compound.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The main results of this work are as follows.
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Using a nonempirical polarizable ion model, we
studied the properties of Eu2+Ti4+O3 with an Eu3+

impurity in the bulk and the thin�film states and found
that the phonon spectrum of bulk Eu2+Ti4+O3 has no
unstable modes. This result is in conflict with the
results of the ab initio calculation of the lattice dynam�
ics with the VASP software package [4] and is sup�
ported by the results of the experimental studies of
specific heat [13] and XRD [14], where no anomalies
indicating a structural phase transition in EuTiO3
samples were detected down to low temperatures.
However, the calculation demonstrates that the unsta�
ble modes in a hypothetical Eu3+Ti3+O3 crystal occupy
the entire phase space volume. The partial substitution
of the trivalent for the divalent ion was studied in the
virtual crystal approximation. Although this approxi�
mation is rather rough, the results of calculating the
impurity�containing compound have a qualitative
character and are thought to be interesting.

First, the addition of an Eu3+ ion impurity instead
of Eu2+ results in the appearance and enhancement of
the antiferrodistortion instability in the bulk crystal.

Fig. 3. Ferroelectric and antiferrodistortion mode fre�
quencies in thin EuTiO3 films vs. the impurity Eu3+ con�
centration for various versions of charge compensation:
(a) five�layer film and (b) 17�layer film. (triangles) Vacancy
at the Eu2+ site, (filled symbols) vacancy at the Ti4+ site,
(open symbols) substitution of Ti3+ for Ti4+. (dashed lines)
Ferroelectric and (solid lines) antiferrodistortion modes.
Imaginary frequencies are negative.
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The calculation results demonstrate that the phase
with octahedron rotation a0a0c– and symmetry
I4/mcm is energetically favorable when the cubic
structure is distorted in the eigenvectors of modes R25

and M3 in the case of vacancy formation at the Ti4+ site
and low Eu3+ concentrations. It is this phase that is
experimentally detected in the EuTiO3 compound,
which undergoes a structural phase transition. Thus,
the appearance of an antiferrodistortion instability was
found to be related to an increase in the valence of the
Eu ion and a decrease in the valence of the Ti ion,
which agrees with the results in [10], where the anti�
ferrodistortion transition in EuTiO3 was assumed to be

caused by the hybridization of the f electrons of Eu and
the d electrons of Ti.

Second, the lattice dynamics calculation of a thin
EuTiO3 film showed that its vibration spectrum has
ferroelectric and antiferrodistortion instabilities. The
ferroelectric Pmm2 phase is more favorable in the
impurity�free compound, and the addition of an Eu3+

impurity leads to the energetically favorable antiferro�
distortion deformation that causes the formation of
the nonpolar P4/mbm phase. However, the polar
mode, the distortion in which gives polar phase Pm,
remains unstable in the nonpolar phase in five�layer
films. The polar phase appears in 17�layer films after
the rotation of the oxygen octahedron only when Ti3+

substitutes for Ti4+ during the addition of an Eu3+

impurity.
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